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PAN’N FLOOR PANEL™ KIT 
SOLID SURFACE FLOOR PANEL INSTALLATION (W2WTT with Designer Grate) 

 

1. Before installing your floor panels, please confirm that your shower pan has been properly installed and the 
mortar bed is cured and dry in accordance with the shower pan installation instructions.  The mortar bed 
should be cured overnight for purposes of installing the floor panels. 

 
2. Carefully unpack the floor panels and confirm the kit includes: 

a. Two floor panels 
b. One designer grate required for the grate configuration you selected 
c. Two removable tunnel trench spacers that are the length of the Tunnel Trench grates 
d. Two removable floor panel spacers 
e. Redi Poxy® adhesive 
 

3. IMPORTANT:  Insert one removable tunnel trench spacer into each of the ¼” drainage slots formed by 
the installed tunnel trench grates as shown in Drawing A, making sure they are resting on the floor of 
the trench before applying setting material to the pan. These spacers are used as guides in the 
installation of the floor panels to be sure both floor panels are installed touching the spacers, thereby 
(i) completely covering the tunnel trench grates; (ii) making sure that none of the setting material 
ends up in the trench; and (iii) preserving the width of the ¼” drainage gap on the installed assembly.   
 

4. Now, you are ready to dry fit both floor panels and the removable grate on the shower pan surface. See 
Drawing A. 

 
 

a. IMPORTANT:  Check both sides of each floor panel to properly identify which side is marked 
“install face down”. The opposite side has been buffed to a slip coefficient appropriate for a 
shower floor and must be installed face up.  

b. Note that there will be small gaps between the outer 3 edges of the floor panels and the pan splash-
walls and curb. These gaps ensure both panels will easily fit the pan with all floor gaps being covered 
by setting material and the installation of the curb and wall coverings.  

c. Confirm the grate cutouts in the floor panels match your tunnel trench grate configurations and the 
removable grate.   

d. Dry fit the removable grate in its proper slot in the grate configuration without removing the 
protective wrapping on the grate.  See Drawing A. 

e. Once you have successfully dry fit the floor panels and grates, proceed with the installation set forth 
in paragraph 5 below.  

f. If you have any concerns about whether the dry fit grates and/or floor panels have been properly 
assembled, contact us at 855-433-5863 to discuss before installing the floor panels on the pans.     
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5. Installation Instructions for Floor Panels.  See Drawing B. 
 

a. Remove the floor panels and the removable grate from the shower pan floor. 
b. Redi Poxy® is the only approved setting material for installation of the floor panels on our pans.  
c. Mix the included approved Redi Poxy adhesive and trowel the epoxy onto the shower pan surface 

using a 1/8” x 1/8” V-notch trowel first on one side of the trench and next on the other side of the 
trench, completely covering the entire shower pan floor. 

 
i. Be sure that the Redi Poxy is very carefully applied where the removable tunnel trench 

spacers meet the tunnel trench grates so the epoxy is just touching the spacers, 
thereby making sure the Tunnel Trench grates are completely covered without any 
setting material ending up in the trench or compromising the drainage gap. 

 
d. Place the first floor panel on the epoxy bed so it is just touching the removable tunnel trench spacer 

and the spacer remains vertical. Then do the same with the second floor panel. If the floor panels are 
not the same size, it is recommended to install the larger panel first.  

 
i. Immediately after installing the floor panels, install the removeable floor panel spacers 

against the outer edge of both sides of the drain opening, as depicted in Drawing B. 
ii. Then remove both removable tunnel trench spacers and carefully wipe any excess epoxy from 

the ¼” drainage slot opening. 
iii. Allow the epoxy to cure. 
iv. Once cured be sure to take out both removable floor panel spacers. 

 

e. You are now ready to install your curb and/or wall coverings. 
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